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of narrowly-constrained application domains, such as audio transcription, web research, or text recognition, and
employ domain-specific techniques to deal with possible
errors.
MobileWorks is an alternative crowdsourcing platform
designed to prevent the accuracy and speed deficiencies
faced by employers in online labor marketplaces. A central
difference is that MobileWorks is not a marketplace: it operates as an algorithmically managed service, routing work
to qualified workers and recruiting additional participants
as needed. Tasks presented to the system are automatically
matched and presented to qualified workers identified
through a combination of human and programmatic testing.
Discrepancies are resolved by the best workers (managers)
who play an active role in maintaining the quality of the
system and managing other workers. Worker-to-worker interaction, led by managers, permits additional worker training and discussion of individual tasks. These mechanisms
allow us to address the same class of tasks solved on conventional labor marketplaces while providing substantially
higher accuracy.
MobileWorks operates with a social mission to provide
employment to marginalized populations in the developing
world; as such, the majority of its workers are drawn from
low-income populations in South and Southeast Asia and
paid a fair baseline wage.
We have reported only a subset of results from MobileWorks to give a sense of the impact of our techniques.
However, we have a sizable body of data from over a halfmillion tasks executed in the system, as well as demographic studies carried out on the worker pool. We look
forward to making these available to the research community. MobileWorks is available for use online at
http://mobileworks.com.

Abstract
Online labor marketplaces offer the potential to automate a
variety of tasks too difficult for computers, but present requesters with significant difficulties in obtaining accurate
results. We share experiences from building MobileWorks,
a crowd platform that departs from the marketplace model
to provide robust, high-quality results. Three architectural
contributions yield measurably improved accuracy on input
tasks. A dynamic work routing system identifies expertise
in the crowd and ensures that all work posted into the system is completed with bounded completion times and at fair
worker prices. A peer management system ensures that incorrect answers are prevented by experienced members of
the crowd. Last, social interaction techniques give the best
workers the ability and incentives to manage, teach & supervise other members of the crowd, as well as to clarify
tasks. This process filters worker error and allows the crowd
to collectively learn how to solve unfamiliar tasks.

Introduction
Human computation platforms are online services that allow software systems to subcontract portions of their functionality to a large crowd of human workers over the web.
Because they require software systems to interact with humans on a paid basis, human computation platforms provide an interesting set of challenges at the interface of economics, HCI, and theory.
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk operates as a web-based
marketplace where employers can post groups of tasks to
be solved and workers can browse these tasks or choose to
answer them. The problems of designing effective tasks,
filtering unqualified workers, and eliminating incorrect answers are largely left to employers, with ratings available
for filtering workers based on past accuracy. Employers
must build extensive quality control infrastructure on top
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Figure 1. The MobileWorks interface serves a stream of appropriate tasks continuously to workers, interleaving qualification
tests, expert tasks, unskilled tasks and training material. Workers are presented with immediate feedback on performance and
earnings. Worker-to-worker chat is used to debug tasks on the fly, and workers can escalate tasks for managerial review.
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